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Pale Moon Portable has been updated to version 27.10.14.0. If you have problems, you should try installing version 27.07.14, it will be more stable. As you know, the second day of WoW ends late at night on Saturday. And today the game has a new update. The first event is called AoE Littere. Its essence is that you jump on the enemy fortress. Then envelop
yourself in a sphere of active damage, later your allies fly through the air after you. By holding them, you must destroy the enemy castle. You cannot kill all the enemies alone. After you eliminate the enemy stronghold, do not forget to hug or kiss your friends who will accompany you throughout the battle. The second and last sphere will appear when you and
your allies are on the enemy fortress. The sphere will activate when allies fly around you. The spheres will also help in the passage of the cave with the bosses. The full update is called Pale Pilgrim. The essence of the update is that the players will be completely deprived of artifacts, and all information about battles and bonuses will be deleted. The developers

promise that after the update for users there will be a whole list of new features and innovations that are already being worked on. As for TF2: there is a lot of work going on to develop a "new genre" TF. There are already several concepts and ideas. New World Computing Limited is working on the creation of the computer game "Through the Gates 2". The first
part of the famous role-playing game "Gate" was developed 20 years ago. Its release was timed to coincide with the release of personal computers for the segment of novice users. The action of the new project takes place in a remote corner of the Universe - the Aravith Nebula. At the beginning of the 20th century, when humanity is just beginning to explore

space, these places are the remains of an ancient people who came thousands of years ago from another galaxy. Something strange is happening in the fog of Aravith - periodically a luminous nebula appears from it, and after a while the nebula disappears. Observations of foggy objects are carried out by planetary scientists and the military. So, recently
astronomers discovered an object that looks like a flying saucer. According to some reports, this is a sublight dish that moves in space at the speed of light. Scientists believe that extraterrestrial intelligence will be found in this place. This refutes the alien invasion theory and is proof
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